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A robin has moved into the garden, and the WellieWishers couldnâ€™t be more excited! As they

care for the robin, they learn new things about what birds like to do and eat. But one day, the robin

disappears! Will the girls be able to find the robin and his secret? Animal-lover Willa is on the

case!This story tells how Willa learns to take lead and that things are not always what they seem!

Includes fun activities to do with your girl.
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This book is adorable and the illustrations are just darling! The story has short chapters that mostly

center around a robin but also have the girls working together and doing different things. All of the

characters are represented but it does have Willa being more prominent and I think she has more

illustrations by herself whereas most of the rest of the illustrations are the whole group. There are

lots of great descriptive words to read to like "boingeddy, boing, boing." I was so impressed with the

quality of this book that I ordered the other two.

The story is what you would expect from a book geared to young girls. The amazing thing is the full

color pictures on every page of this chapter book. My daughter is 6 and a good reader. She is ready

for chapter books, but is still drawn to the pictures in a story too. The only other series that I have



found that has this is The Princess in Black which is AMAZING and I would highly recommend.

Perfect for a 7-year-old to read herself! Beautiful illustrations make it something she wants to read

and feels confident that she can read it! Positive messages!

Excited to have this for my daughter. She has the doll Willa.

Very cute story for spring, perfect for young girls.

perfect bought it with the doll

We read a few chapters each night- the story is really cute! My daughter loves the illustrations.

This is a very cute book, read it to my daughter in one sitting. It was a great way to complete our

collection.
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